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_________________________________________________________________________________
ABSTRACT—The diffusion of Chinese communication channel and digital products is very rigorous in the era of
media technological advancement. People absorb cultural attitude via cultural product consumption, along with
digital online platform, accession is much more easily than before. In Thailand, majority of netizens spend a lot of
time to video consumption in a huge amount of numbers confirmed by triple digit growth in digital platform and
applications downloaded. In order to deepen our understanding about media effects, this research proposal aims to
study how Chinese TV series consumption shapes Thai netizens cultural knowledge and attitude on the basis of
cultivation and gratification theory. Both quantitative and qualitative paradigm are designed as methodology to study
among netizens in Thailand.
Keywords— Chinese TV series, cultural digital product, Chinese culture, cultural acceptance.

_________________________________________________________________________________
1. INTRODUCTION
The development of Chinese communication channel is very rigorous recently with high effort to enter international
market (Keane, 2019), more than a billion of internet users all around the world reach Chinese application via smart
phone. In Thailand, Chinese TV series as cultural digital product are getting more and more popularity among internet
users, especially, teenager which is the major part of netizens.
On average, Thai internet users spend 3 hours and 44 minutes to consume online content, 98% spend these times on
online video1. Tencent Video, one of the biggest platforms online streaming video providers chose Thailand as the first
place to expand their service via We TV, the online streaming video application which has grown up more than 700%
within less than two years2. More than 500,000 users are expected to subscribe and watch Chinese TV series via online
channel daily, famous TV series could even drive total number of application download from only one story. For
example, Por ra ma jarn rat ti marn (The master of devil clan) has attracted total number of application download grew
about 250%3. These digit data show that how Chinese TV series popular in Thailand.
The dissemination of Chinese TV series does not only convey entertainment to internet users but also convey the
attitude, value, viewpoint, culture, behavior including motivations in many aspects to internet users, there are some
comments from Chinese TV series watchers suggested that the content of TV series should give a full dimensions of
cultural aspects (Fu et al., 2020). Currently, China can be realized as new trend fashion in many aspects particularly to
Thailand, there is a long-time history relationship between China and Thailand, a lot of citizens have their ancestor as
Huaqiao (the people who moved from China to settle down in Thailand). Accordingly, it is undeniable that the Chinese
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culture, which has already been strong, is turning stronger from the effects of TV series as digital cultural product among
Thai-teenagers.
Although, there are many evidences show how popular and widespread Chinese cultural digital products, especially
Chinese TV series are, the study of cultural acceptance and motivations to learn Chinese culture are very limited,
particularly, the in-depth understanding of process of cultural acceptance and other motivations according to the effects
of TV series consuming.
The motivation of learning in new culture like Chinese culture could be initiated by closer experiences in each
environment. For example, Taddese (2019) found that international students in Chinese university are curious to learn
Chinese language and Chinese culture from their inner feeling, not only because the course is compulsory but as they
keen to learn, corresponding to the study of Gong, Ma, Hsiang and Wang (2020) mentioned that there is motivational
shift about learning Chinese in students before and after relocation to China, they had their motivation enhanced and
expected to continue learning Chinese in the future.
Chinese digital cultural product consumption is also a very important factor to cultural acceptance, it could be the
starting point of learning in Chinese culture or leading to external behaviors of consumers to understand the different
culture, travel to China, contact with Chinese people or even for job and business opportunities, especially, in the era of
globalization which we are living among differences. Those are the objectives of this research study; the literature review
shows about previous work in cultural and digital product field following by the research design in last section.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Uses and Gratifications Theory
As the data in previous part depicted that how popular and widely spread Chinese TV series are in Thailand, the
story of each TV series attracts internet users to be sunk in the content. Huang (2015) found that one reason that
university students consume TV series is since the content of story is entertaining and attractive. Moreover, many other
reasons supported such as gratification obtained from watching online TV series which could be accessed anytime and
wide availability of internet (Li, 2013) and motivation to gain gratification from watching TV (Rubin, 1983). Therefore,
we can see that gratification could be realized as the first prior of watching TV or TV series content no matter online or
offline platform. As this research aims to understand how consumption of Chinese TV series among internet users in
Thailand affects to cultural acceptance, we can apply the Uses and Gratifications theory as the basis of this research
study. Papacharissi (2009) mentioned that Uses and Gratifications theory states media usage of consumers in order to
satisfy their specific needs or wants or desires, they may use it for entertainment, information seeking, communicate with
other individuals, participate in online virtual community or to pursue self-expression. Every single use response to each
particular need or gratification, then, researcher could design and find the motivations behind media usage. Some
previous studies revealed that the main reasons of TV viewing are gratification gained from the content of story, from the
process of obtaining the program and social interactions from program consuming (Stafford et al., 2004). Entertainment
from content of program story plays crucial role in attracting viewers and creating fanclub of that program, but rather
than the enjoyable time of consumption, the other reason is not to be escapist and information seeking (Rubin, 1983).
Even the binge-watchers (the people who spend a lot of time watching many episodes) of TV series also perceived
other aspects of story content beyond only the entertainment. Steiner and Xu (2018) indicated that motivations for bingewatch are catching up, relaxation, sense of completion, cultural inclusion and improved viewing experience.
The basis of uses and gratifications theory will bring this research to study to understanding in-depth of motivation
in Chinese TV series consuming among Thai-teenage as internet users. The objective of the first section is to get thick
description of experiences in Chinese TV series watching, since formerly, there are only TV series program from Japan
and Korea, the basis of this theory would help us understand better in motives of changing from other countries’ TV
series to Chinese TV series’ consumption and popularity.
Beyond exploring the in-depth understanding of internet users about their behavior and attitude to Chinese TV series
culture, we can also understand the incentives and motivations of watching or consuming, This process could help us
clarify a better conceptual framework and variables in study because in-depth understanding of thick description could
provide us the new factors or issues that we never realize in research study before. Then, the next section is about the
effect of media consuming to the awareness and perception from content of TV series which we interest here about the
cultural acceptance from TV series watching.

2.2 Cultivation Theory
The cultural awareness and perception according to consuming TV series are obviously affected from content of
story which was created by different producers and originals. It is obviously that there are influences of story content
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from program to the watchers. Gerbner, Gross,Morgan, Signorielli, and Shahnahan (2002) stated that the heavy viewers
are more likely to believe and perceive their real life are similar to the reality and content showed on TV. Moreover,
viewers are presumed to have the same sort of beliefs and world views.
Impacts of TV program content came from producers or creators as senders or the origins of effects. Wang (2020)
revealed that creator’s experiences and emotional engagement are enriched when they were applied in idea generation,
brainstorming and design process of digital content, corresponding to Gevorgyan and Manucharova (2015) mentioned
that communicators will try to increase similarity of communication between them and audiences for a better
communication outcome. Consequently, we can see that media effects from content of TV series could be leaded by the
content producers. While in consumer part, they will be the receiver of effects from what producer convey via the content
of TV series story. However, in some kinds of digital cultural product, audiences are not just the passive obtainer, they
also communicate and interact both between audiences and audiences and audiences and producers. For instance,
Thomas (2011) stated that the emergence of Web 2.0, there has been ‘a phenomenon growth in scale and scope of fan
communities’, fan and follower of digital cultural product also influence to producer and production process (Pearson,
2010), the influence of consumers is empowered in creating digital content which brought to the new mix term of two
words as ‘produsage’ or ‘prosumer’ depicted that audiences are also participating in producer part. In online fictions and
novels as cultural digital product, readers even pay money as sponsors to give incentives to writers, they participate with
writers by commenting, voting and sending money including rising up the community of online readers to share and
exchange their opinion (Tian and Adorjan, 2016). Fan readers could be realized as a very important intermediary in
expansion of digital media content (Dwyer, 2019), their basis of trust to the community of readers plays a very important
role to percentage of global GDP that cultural and creative industries generate each year, as they feel enjoyed with the
content brought to the volunteer of translation to share with readers community (Shim, Yecies, Ren and Wang, 2020).
We can see that the inner feeling of cultural digital product fan is very strong which leaded to the effects of media
consumption. Hence, the cultivation of media consumption is very well explainable for the effects of TV series
consuming to viewers’ attitudes, since we can see that the higher inner and consumption product are, the higher level of
awareness and perception in content and other factors behind contents are too. The logic of media makes format and style
of media served as means of perceiving the world, the rooting of media cultural consciousness is consumer needs to
engage and understand content story (Altheide & Snow, 1991).
The development of media technology plays a crucial role to media effects from TV series consumption that the time
spends on watching are much more than in the past. Since, in the past we can only watch story content from program of
TV, digital devices such as DVD, VCD or recorded programs are the main sources of content (Bury and Li, 2013). On
the other hand, digital devices in the era are much more easily to access which move consumers to stay closer to content
of the program. For example, the binge-watch behavior of consumers via internet and online channel (Walton-Pattison,
Dombrowski and Presseau, 2016) or the willing to expand the time while watching in one-sitting or determined to bingewatch habits (Petersen, 2016). These are the characters that make consumers become more easily to access TV series
which would affect to cultural acceptance more rapidly.
In order to understand in-depth process of awareness and perception of content including cultural acceptance and
motivations to learn Chinese culture according to the consuming to Chinese TV series among Thai teenagers, we can
identify the following research questions for a better understanding of media effects on motivations to learn new culture:
1. What are the motivations of Thai-teenage internet users in consuming Chinese TV series?
2. What does individual perceive while watching Chinese TV series?
3. How Chinese TV series watching affects point of view about China?
4. How individual’s Chinese cultural perception change compared before and after becoming Chinese TV series
watchers?
5. How Chinese TV series consumption affects to motivations to learn Chinese culture?
After conducting in-depth interview for qualitative part, then we will clarify the conceptual framework from both
literature review data and qualitative analysis. However, as we know that uses and gratifications theory is the basis of TV
series consumption while, cultivation theory is the basis of cultural awareness and acceptance. The conceptual framework
is drawn from gratification and cultivation model according to Bilandzic and Rössler (2004), since gratification could be
the motivation to TV exposure which affects to cultivation process in the next step. However, in this study, TV exposures
are in online channel, digital media or internet video streaming instead of traditional TV.
The conceptual framework is as follow:
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Figure 1: Conceptual Framework

2.3 Research Hypotheses
H1: Motivations for entertainment affect to TV series consumption in a positive direction.
H2: TV series consumption affects to Gratifications obtained in a positive direction.
H3a: TV series consumption affects to Cultural awareness in a positive direction.
H3b: TV series consumption affects to Cultural acceptance in a positive direction.
H3c: TV series consumption affects to Level of inner feelings in content story in a positive direction.
H4: Cultural awareness affects to Cultural acceptance in a positive direction.
H5: Level of inner feelings in content story affects to Cultural acceptance in a positive direction.
H6: Cultural awareness affects to Motivation to learn about Chinese culture in a positive direction.
H7: Cultural acceptance affects to Motivation to learn about Chinese culture in a positive direction.
H8: Level of inner feelings in content story affects to Motivation to learn about Chinese culture in a positive direction.

3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
There are several research tools would be used in this methodology, by using mix method of research study, we can
double check and double confirm of empirical results. The following are the composite of this research methodology:

3.1 Research design
This research will use mixed method which consist of both qualitative and quantitative analysis. Starting from
document study or literature review to identify research questions, then writing a draft of in-depth interview for
qualitative research as the first part, next, clarify the main idea of findings to create conceptual framework of quantitative
research, as well as the research hypothesis of this study which is expected to use statistical analysis structural equation
model (SEM) to analyze cause and effect of independent variables, mediator variables and dependent variables. Finally,
summarize the empirical findings and the contributions of this research study.

3.2 Population and Samples
The population of this research study is Thai-teenage internet users which are university students in Thailand
since they are the majority part of total number of internet users. However, it is uncountable population for total number
of teenage internet users. Therefore, we have to use research sample to estimate the value of population. Since, this
research uses mixed method in research design; the qualitative research will be conducted first following by quantitative
research. For qualitative research, about 40-50 respondents are expected to be conducted in-depth interview, samples
recruited by purposive snowball method. After analyzing qualitative data, we will create the conceptual framework
consisting of independent, mediator and dependent variables. In this part, the questionnaire would be used as a tool to
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collect quantitative data, there are no less than 400 respondents expected to be conducted in this collection because with
the unknown population, 400 is the number that large enough to limit margin of error in estimation, so we will use the
return rate at number of 400 or higher.

3.3 Research tools
Research tools can be divided into two parts; qualitative and quantitative. For qualitative research, the semistructure in-depth interview would be used as research tool, the interview guide must be able to answer research
questions. The sampling method is purposive snowball sampling, since we could be infused in deep data from
respondents with about 30-60 minutes length of duration. For quantitative research tool, the questionnaire would be used
as data collection tool asking about independent, mediator and dependent variables. The pilot test would be first
conducted before real data collection to make sure that reliability of questionnaire is no problem.

3.4 Measurement and questions
After in-depth interview is conducted, the results and thematic coding of qualitative analysis will be used as the
guideline of conceptual framework in quantitative study part. Survey will be used as data collection tool to get
quantitative data for statistical and numerical analysis. The questionnaire would be designed upon the themes of
qualitative analysis and aforementioned conceptual framework, 5-level Likert scale will be used in questionnaire for each
variable; motivations for entertainment would measure the entertainment sought from Chinese TV series, TV series
consumption measures time spend and quantity of consumption, gratifications obtained measure the satisfaction of TV
series watch, Cultural awareness measures how viewers perceive about culture expression in program’s content, Cultural
acceptance measures familiarity and understanding of Chinese culture, inner feeling in content measures how viewers
enjoy and dedicate themselves into content story and finally, motivations to learn Chinese culture measures how aspired
the watchers are to learn Chinese culture in new dimension according to TV series watching.

3.5 Data analysis
The thematic coding would be used to code the data from in-depth interview of respondents, at the same time,
theme of analysis would also be the guideline for conceptual framework and hypotheses of this study in quantitative part.
While, in quantitative analysis, the statistical both descriptive such as mean, frequency and percentage and inferential
statistics such as regression analysis, correlation analysis and structural equation model (SEM) would be used to analyze.

3.6 Contributions
The result of the study can contribute to digital cultural and entertainment producers to design messages and contents
along with deeper understand about cultural acceptance and learning about culture from foreign consumers.
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